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Werkstudent Software Developer – Homeoffice 

Part-time – Flexible according to your class schedule – Germany / Remote  

We are „The Supplier Quality Software Company” 

SQassist is a German SaaS company that provides data-driven, digital and best-of-breed decision-making capabilities 

for Supplier Quality Management. With the continuously growing importance of technology, data and efficiency in all 

aspects of business decision making, SQassist aims to become the integral number one in sophisticated Software for 

Supplier Quality Management. 

 

Your tasks 

 You design user-friendly cloud-based web applications as well as user interfaces using Angular 11, JavaScript, 

HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap and other modern technologies like Docker. 

 You create documentation and work with our GitLab system to manage projects, branches and issues. 

 On the backend side you bring some first experience in NestJS and TypeScript 

 You contribute significantly to the implementation of a new user interface for our cloud-based software in 

terms of usability and aesthetics. 

 

Your profile 

We are looking for creative minds with an eye for modern design and a passion for software development. 

Education: You ideally study on a university degree or a completed vocational training in interface design, computer 

science, communication design or in a comparable similar field. 

Experience: You follow the current trends in usability and web design and ideally have gained some practical 

experience with them. You have already realized first projects with Angular, JavaScript, HTML and Docker. 

Personality: You bring a deep understanding of intuitive user interface concepts and easy to understand web 

applications. You have a high willingness to learn, a good ability to abstract and problem solving skills. 

Languages: Your profile is rounded off by very good written and spoken German and English. 

 

Your benefits 

 First of all: Our Cultural Atmosphere: We live cultural diversity, have respect in dealing with each other, 

maintain open communication, are enthusiastic, share knowledge and help each other. If you also appreciate 

these values, then you've come to the right place. 

 Remote and flexible: You decide where you start your working day. 

 30 days vacation and Team events, Startup atmosphere and well equipped 

 

Does this sound like the right challenge? Then apply now. Send us your application and CV. GitHub links, contribution 

to open-source projects are also welcome. Look forward to exciting projects, a good working atmosphere and great 

potential. Contact us at career@sq-assist.de  
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